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"The contents of this report reflect the views of t he
author who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the
data presented herein.

This report does not constitute a

standard, specification, or regulation. Anyone other than
the Agency using this report does so with awareness that the
Agency does not guarantee the opinions, findings, or conclusions
contained herein."
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ABSTRACT SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
On September 5, 1979, an Evazote 50 expans ion/contraction joint
seal system was i nstal l ed at a sel ected si te as a f i eld demonstration
project. All materi al s and technical ass i stance were f urni shed at no
cha rge by the distributor.

Installa t i on procedures were exceedingly

simple requ iring neither speci al training nor equi pment.
time was minimal.

Instal l ation

Bond formations between the substrate and Evazote 50

via the Eva-Pox bonder appeared strong . Clean-up operations were
co nducted quickly and with minimal effort .

Furthermore, cost informat ion

supplied by the di stributor ind icated that the Evazote 50 system was
cost competitive.
On January 31, 1980, personnel f rom the Material s &Research Division
conducted a f i eld inspecti on of the aforementioned demonstration project .
After 5 month •s exposure to natural environmental conditions, no noticeable
deterioration in the Evazote 50 coul d be detected.

However, visual

inspection of the Evazote 50/substrate bond via the Eva-Pox bonder revealed
t ha t over 50%of the bond failed.

Therefore, i t must be concluded that

the overall effectiveness of the Evazote 50 expansion/contraction joint
se'al system was greatly reduced for this installation.
LOCATION
In the City .of Montpelier on Interstate 89 Southbound Bridge 42-S
over US-2, Winooski River and M&B Railroad at a point 300 feet south
of mi l eage marker 53/60.
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DISTRIBUTOR'S DESCRIPTION
Evazote 50 i s a closed cel l , cross linked ethyl ene vinyl acetate
material developed for use in new construction, or maintenance of
conc rete pavements, bridges and other structures requ i ring expans ioncontraction joi nts.

Evazote 50 being both cellular and elasti c will

operate within the range of 25% tension and 50% compress ion without
l eaki ng or cracking.
DISTRIBUTOR ' S RECOMMENDED APPLI CATION PROCEDURE
The fol lowing procedure is app li cable for the preparation and use of
Eva-Pox bonder and Evazote 50 in a steel nosing joint system . Sli ght
modifications are required where other types of nosing joint systems are
encountered.
Al l existing j oint material shoul d be removed and all areas to which
t he Eva- Pox bonder will be appli ed should be thoroughly sandblasted and
blown clean.

Components A and B of t he Eva-Pox bonder should be t horoughly

mixed individually prior to being mi xed together according to either of t he
fol lowing mixi ng ratios:
Component

By Wt.

By Vol.

A
B

80%
20%

78%
22%

Component B should be mixed into Component A.
The Eva-Pox bonder can then be applied by hand us i ng rubber gloves
t o both t he vertical faces of the nosing joint system and the Eva zote 50
material.
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The Evazote 50 is then installed 1/8" below the wearing surface under
slight compression.

All joints in the material should be heat welded

together and must be kept parallel to the wearing surface . Clean-up is
facilitated with the use of methyl ethyl ketone or xylene.

Any excess

bonder should be removed immediately as the set up time for t he bonder is
rapid.
Evazote 50 is available in a wide range of standard sizes.
joint widths vary, custom fits are available.

Where

For ma intenance applications,

sheets measuring 1" x 18" x 50" could be stocked, cut, and sectionally
spl iced as needed.
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
At the selected site, the existing steel nosing joint system had
been designed to admit the passage of water.

Water which passes through

the open joint is subsequently collected in a trough and discarded away
from exposed surfaces of the assoc iated pier.

The Evazote 50 joint seal

system was installed without modification of the in-place joint system.
Therefore, complete or partial fai l ure of the Evazote 50 system would not
unduly effect the integrity of the existing joint system.
Beforehand knowledge of the anticipated or measured range of joint
movement is a prerequisite for selecting the correct size of Evazote 50.
According to the field representative , the Evazote 50 material should be
placed in a properly prepared jo i nt at 10-30% compression.

The degree

of compression is primarily determined by the ambient temperature.

In

high ambient temperatures, joint separation shoul d normally be minimum
requiring a compression fit of about 30%.
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For lower ambient temperatures,

lower percentage compression fits wou l d be required . However, i n either
case, t he distributor ' s stated l imits for maximum/minimum permi ss i ble
amounts of expansion and contraction for the material shoul d not be exceeded.
A design chart for determining the correct wi dth of Evazote 50 i s i ncl uded
as Appendix A i n th i s report.

Additional product data and cost i nformation

ca n be seen i n Appendix B, pages 11 - 13.
OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING FIELD INSTALLAT ION
After closing the travel lane to traffic, it took State personnel
approximately 30 mi nutes to prepare the exi sting joint system, sandblasting
from the right-hand curbline to the center l i ne . The Eva-Pox bonder was
mi xed in 5 mi nutes and applied to al l specified surfaces in about 15 minutes .
At this point in time, t he unu sed Eva-Pox bonder started to smoke due to
thermal reacti on rendering the remai ning material unusabl e .
For t hi s section of the joint, the average separati on di stance was
measured at one inch.

Accordingly, the f ield representative selected a

strip of Evazote 50 with the following dimens ions, width = 1 1/4'',
depth= 1 1/2 11 , and length= 26 ' . Thus, a compress ion fit of 25%was
achieved.

Ambient tempe rature was recorded at 75° F wi th sunny, clear

ski es prevailing.

Under the direction of t he fi el d representative, State

personnel (2 men) began i nstall i ng the Evazote 50 material starti ng at the
right hand curb- face . The material was placed in to the jo int by hand
approximately l/8'' below the wearing surface . Care was taken to i nsure
that the Evazo t e 50 material was not ins t alled in a stretched conditi on
longi t udi nally.

The material must be worked i nto t he joint by pushing down

and back toward the starti ng po i nt.

Since the material is elasti c, placement

i n a stretched condition long i tudinally would tend to reduce the anti cipated
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degree of compression fitting ac ross the joint.

Total installation time

for placement of the Evazote 50 material was 15 minutes.
Clean up operations commenced immediately using methyl ethyl ketone.
At the request of the field representative, al l excess Eva-Pox bonder
was removed from the exposed su rface of the Evazote 50.

If the Eva-Pox

bonder is allowed to set up (45 minutes), it becomes rigid and tends to
minimize the flexibility of the Evazote 50. Clean-up operations were
completed in 30 minutes.

The travel lane was open to traffic 1 hour l ater.

A similar installation procedure was fol lowed for the passing l ane.
Joi nt separation distances were considerably more varied ranging from 1
inch to 1 3/8 inches. Accordingly, a strip of Evazote 50 with the fo l lowing
dimensions: width= 1 5/8", depth= 1 1/2", and l ength= 26 ', was selected
by the field represe ntati ve . An in-fiel d spl ice was performed with a heating
iron set at 400° F. The ends of the two individual sections were held on
t he heating iron for 7-10 seconds, removed, and held pressed together for
20-30 seconds. A sound joint was achieved.

Installation t ime was reduced

as State personnel developed a familiarity for the Evazote 50 system.
However, i t was observed that the material had been stretched longitudinal ly
12+ i nches.

It was later determined that a force appl ied inadvertently away

from the starting point was the cause.
FOLLOW-UP INSPECTION TO MONITOR PERFORMANCE
On January 31, 1980, personnel from the

~1aterials

&

Research Division

conducted an on-site inspection of t he Evazote 50 demonstration installation
project. The inspection program consisted of measuring joint separation
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distances at selected points, photograph i ng selected sections of the
installation, and evaluating (vi sual observation) performance according
to criteria outlined in Work Pl an No. 79- R-13.
The followi ng measurements were recorded:
1) Joi nt separation distance for the travel lane increased
by 25% (1" to 1 1/4" - s ingl e meas urement).
2) Joint separation distance for the passing l ane increased
by an average of 20% (average of six measurements).
3) Measurements were recorded at 9:00AM under cl ear skies
(Temp. = 0° F)
Criterion B:

"Determine material 's ability to reject foreign material
from exposed surfaces."
After 5 month's exposure to natural environmental conditions,
no noticeable deterioration in the Evazote 50 could be
detected. No cuts, tears, or loss of Evazote 50 materi al
were observed.

Cri terion D:

"Determine adequacy of joints formed between individual
sections of Eva zote 50. 11
The single fabricated joint showed no signs of di stress or
fail ure.

Criteri on C:

"Determine adequacy of the Evazote 50/substrate bond . "
Visual inspec tion of the Evazote 50/substrate bond revealed
that over 50%of the bond failed. Photograph #1 (Page 9)
illustrates that the Evazote 50 material separated from the
steel fac i ng plates in an alternating pattern l ongitudinally
along the bond (i.e. separating from one side for several
inches and t hen from the other side for several inches).
Photograph #2 (page 9) illustrates that complete separation
occ urred (i .e, the ruler has been inserted down thru the
gap between t he steel nosing and the Evazote 50) . The Eva-Pox
bonder did not adhere to the steel facing plates .

Criterion E:

"Determine response to adverse substances."
Sal t treatment during t he aforementioned time period was
minimal. No other adverse substances were detected during
the inspection. Therefore, valid conclusions with regard
to Criterion E can not be made.
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Criterion A:

11

0etermi ne water absorption and/or intrusion characteri sties. 11

Valid conclusions with regard to Criterion A could not be
reached because of the Evazote 50/substrate bond fai lure
described earlier.
Criterion F:

"Determine effect on future performance if portions of the
installation become partially damaged."
Since over 50% of the Evazote 50/substrate bond failed, it
must be concluded that the overall effectiveness of the
Evazote 50 expansion contraction jo int seal system was
greatly reduced for this installation. Furthermore, no
corrective action short of complete replacement will rectify
t he situation.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Installation of the Evazote 50 joint seal system was performed
quickly with only minor difficulties.

The mix i ng of the Eva-Pox

bonder is the most critical aspect of the entire installation .

Only

t he correct amount should be mixed as unused materi al must be wasted.
State maintenance personnel indicated that the bonder was easy to
apply, but expressed concern over the heat generated by the epoxy mass.
Mixing in a flat shallow pan ( as opposed to the gall on container used on
this installation) would extend the pot li fe by reducing excessive
generation of heat during mixing.
Installation of the Evazote 50 materi al was fac ilitated by the
lubricating effect of the Eva-Pox bonder.

HmoJever, in sections with

a lm'l percentage of compression fit (due primarily to the variability
of joint separati on distance) some difficulty was experienced in keeping
the Evazote 50 material from sliding down into the joint. An inspection
of the joint system on January 31, 1980, revealed that the Evazote

sn

had separated from the steel plates al ong over 50% of the contact area.
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Althou~h

the joint separation distances measured at the time of inspection

did not exceed the manufacturer •s stated limit of 25%, it must be realized
that maximum joint separation may not have occured at that date.
exact cause of the bond failure was not determinable.

The

However, the

adequacy of the Eva-Pox bonder in applications such as this demonstration
project is questionable.
RECOMMENDATION
Although Evazote 50 disp layed promisinq characteristics as a
joint seal material, further use of the system would only be recommended
following modifications in the bonding agent used with the material.
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Evazote 50 separated from the steel plates in an alternating
pattern.

Evazote 50 separated from the steel plate for the fu l l depth
of the material.
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APPENDIX - B
PRODUCT INFORMATION

DISTRIBUTOR
Epoxy Industries, Incorporated
14 West Shore Street
Ravena, New York 121 43
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE
Stanley Zosite
Account Manager
Epoxy Industries, Incorporated
Phone: (518)-756-6193
COST IN FORMATION (9/79)
Size 1" x 1" = $1.33/LF
Si ze 211 x 2" = $4. 77/LF

1) Evazote 50

Other dimensional s i zes are ava il abl e i ncludi ng custom
f its for speci al appli cations and sheets (l "xl8"x50") for
maintenance appl ications . Approx imate costs can be determined
by vol ume comparisons using prices quoted above.
2)

1 Gal. Camp. A
1 Qt . Camp. B
Combined Price = $29. 80

Eva-Pox Bonder

One quart of component B mixed with one gal lon of component
A is suffi cient material to install 120 LF strip of Pxl" Evazot e
50. Appli cation rates wi l l vary for ot her si zes of Evazote 50.
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This technical information sheet details the physical properties
of EVAZOTE 50 closed-cell, foamed, cross-linked ethylene vinyl
acetate I low-density polyethylene copolymer, capable of
handling movement of 50% Compression, 25% Tension.
Grades
P071 White. P072 Gray. P074 Blue. P081 Orange.

.,..urr t t
15.40 lbs/'12 psi

oading at room temperature

mmended working temperatl
Highest continuous temperature reslstan
Modul of elastl It'/ In comp e slon
825 Kn/m 2 119.66 psi
Loading range 2.17 - 7.981b./in2 27.58 1b./in2
Loading range 10.16- 20.32 lb./in 2

=

Dimension
Nominal sizes '12" x '12 ". 'h " x ~ ", 3A " x 3A " . 1" x 1".
1" X 2", 2" X 2", 1" X 12", 1" X 18", 2" X 12", 2" X 18",
4"x3",4"x4"

Water vapor transml Ion
At 100° F and 1-95% Relative Humidity
Gradient is .04502/Ft2/24HRI2in.

Density
2.61 - 3.431bs I Ft 3

Tensile strength 345 kNim 3

Solids content
100%

C mpressionldeflectlon

Water absorption after 6 weeks'•total immersion
3% vol/vol

= 50 lblin2

Elongation at break 200%

Tolerances
Length and width: 4%-2% (corners of sheets may not
be square)
Thickness .12" to .24" + 15%-5%
Thickness over .12' · + 10%-2%
Sheets with process skin intact: + 10?/o-2%

Compression set on samJJI 1"1hlck (average figures)
20% compression for 48h at 68°F; 1hh recovery, 13%
40% compression for 70h at 68°F; tf2h recovery, 16%
The degree of compression set is dependent on the time under
compression, degree of compression, temperature, and recovery
time. The values quoted apply to the conditions of test. The
Evazote material is bonded to the substrate with Eva·Pox
adhesive and therefore does not rely on its memory-recovery
capabilities to maintain a watertight seal.
0

C<l.~.r~;;;r~!.~!.~.~~:
1" West Shore Street. Ravena, Hew York 121"3
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any ~lnd to any PlfSM w•UI respect to •ts conlenls 01 any uso modo thorool. nor must II llo assumed IIIII
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tn QOOd la.lh. Epoxy Industills actepts no tOIIIfltluallabJity.

(518}756-6193
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Power facto 0.003 at 1 Mc/s: 0.004 at 16 Mc/s

Storage life Indefinite.

Weathering After 5 years'exposure to na.Jral environ-

Durability 10 years in exposed applications. Indefinite in

mental conditions no noticeable deterioration occurs.

buried joints.

Chemical resistance Resistance to common acids and

UV Resistance Excellent.

alkalis. Concentrated oxidizing acids may cause some
deterioration. Moderately resistant to lubricating oil.
Light hydroca~bon solvents generally cause swelling,
which in the case of aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons can be severe.

K Factor
.25 to .32

Adhesives for foamed plastics
This information is intended to give a general guide to
types of adhesives and their uses.

A good bond can be achieved only if the surfaces are
perfectly clean. It is important in all cases that grease,
oil and loose surface deposits are removed before using
adhesives.

General recommendations

Techniques for use

Two basic types of adhesive have been found suitable
for EVAZOTE and PLASTAZOTE. These are the heatweld method and the epoxy resin adhesive method.

Where necessary, mix the parts together thoroughly.
Apply by brush or scraper or other recommended
means to one or both surfaces, depending on the
substrate. Leave for the recommended open time. Bring
the surfaces together and apply pressure.
The table below indicates va rious adhesives
recommended for bonding our products to different
materials.

Introduction

General use of adhesives · Eva·Pox Bonder
Preparation of surfaces to be bonded
If an adhesive is to perform its function efficiently,it must
completely cover the joint surfaces.

Substrate

EVAZOTE

PLASTAZOTE

Itself
Metal
Wood
Concrete
Other Substrat&s •
please contact
Epoxy Industries

1
2

1
2

2

2

2

2

3

3

Adhesive Code
1. Heatweld
2. Eva·Pox Bonder
3. E-P Specialized Applications; brass, zinc,
aluminum, fiberglass, etc. must be
approved by E-poxy Industries Inc.

Distributed By
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II)

Practi cal Features Subject to Cons ideration :
A)
B)

C)
III )

Availability of matedal (color and dimensions)
Cost information.
1)

Cost per i ndividual item (Eva zot e

2)

Cost per integral system .
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Epoxyres in,

Epo xy Bonder , etc. )

Any special install ing equipment? If so, cos t an d whe re ava i l able.

Follow- up Periodic Inspections to Monito r Performance :
Determine water absorption and/or intrusion characteristics .
ma t erial's ability to reject foreign mater ial from
ex posGd surfac e.
C) Gc t\~ rmine arlequacy of Eva zo te 50/substrate bo nd .
D) Determine adequacy of joints formed betwee n individual
sections of Ev a7ote 50.
E) Determine ma t erial l' espons e to adverse subst Ances .
F) Oet ermi ne effec t on f uture pcdorma nce if portions of
·i ns ta 11a 'lion bc~ c01i1e po. rt i a11 y danJ.~1ed .

A)
B)

Determ ine
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